DECORTÉ AND MARCEL WANDERS

01 Decorté AQ Skincare, 2017. Products available in store. © Kosé Corporation
02 Decorté AQ Oil Infusion, 2017. Product available in store. © Kosé Corporation
03 Decorté AQ Cream Absolute X, 2018. Products available in store. © Kosé Corporation
06 Decorté AQ Oil Infusion, 2017. Product available in store. © Kosé Corporation
07 Decorté Point Make-up Collection, 2018. Currently not sold in Italy. © Kosé Corporation
08 Decorté Point Make-up Collection, 2018. Currently not sold in Italy. © Kosé Corporation
09 Decorté Point Make-up: Eye Glow Gem, 2018. Currently not sold in Italy. © Kosé Corporation
10 Decorté Point Make-up: The Rouge, 2018. Currently not sold in Italy. © Kosé Corporation
11 Maison Decorté at Ginza Shopping Centre, Tokyo, Japan, 2017. © Kosé Corporation
12 Maison Decorté at Ginza Shopping Centre, Tokyo, Japan, 2017. © Kosé Corporation
13 Maison Decorté at Ginza Shopping Centre, Tokyo, Japan, 2017. Treatment Room “Frozen”. © Kosé Corporation
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21 Campaign image, AQMW Point Make-up, 2012. © Kosé Corporation
22 Campaign image, AQMW Skincare, 2010. © Kosé Corporation
23 Mr. Tatsuo Kannami, Marcel Wanders and Gabriele Chiave working on the concept of Maison Decorté, Amsterdam, 2016. © Marcel Wanders
24 Mr. Tatsuo Kannami, Marcel Wanders and Gabriele Chiave working on the concept of Maison Decorté, Amsterdam, 2016. © Marcel Wanders

25 Mr. Kazutoshi Kobayashi and Marcel Wanders during a contract signing ceremony, Westerhuis, Amsterdam, 2010. © Marcel Wanders
26 Decorté 2018 Spring campaign image. Model: Kate Moss. © Kosé Corporation
27 Decorté 2019 Spring campaign image. Model: Kate Moss. © Kosé Corporation
28 Decorté 2019 Spring campaign image. Model: Kate Moss. © Kosé Corporation

29 Portrait of Mr. Kazutoshi Kobayashi. © Kosé Corporation
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